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Sean McGahan
DAILY EGYPTIAN
Scents of chicory, cinnamon and curry 
wafted through the Student Center ball-
rooms Wednesday, forcing an estimated 
1,000 International Food Fair patrons’ 
mouths to salivate.
Thirteen international student organiza-
tions set up tables in the annual event, serv-
ing authentic native dishes from five differ-
ent continents. Plates carried combinations 
of everything from sushi and tostadas to 
Creole chicken and sweet basbosa.
The event has been a staple of 
International Festival for more than 30 
years, said International Student Council 
President Salman Mohiuddin. Mohiuddin, 
a senior from India studying engineering, 
estimated more than 1,000 eaters enjoyed 
an eclectic lunch.
He said the event is a time when people 
come together to forget their prejudices and 
embrace the culture of others.
Melahnie Springfield, a junior from 
Fairview Heights studying mathematics, 
had a plate with a taste of Africa, Japan, 
China and the Caribbean. She said she has 
been desperate for the event to return since 
last year’s fair.
“I love it because it gives you a chance 
to try things you never would have tried 
before,” she said. “Nobody has the chance 
to travel to other countries and really get 
all this.”
Ahmed Momoh, a junior from Nigeria 
studying electrical engineering, served up 
plantains with the African Student Council. 
He said it took the group more than five 
hours to cook it all Wednesday morning.
“It’s better fresh,” he said.
Jeff Cap, an undecided freshman from 
Oak Park, said he started the lunch hour in 
Japan, and then stopped by the Caribbean. 
He said he wasn’t prepared for all the 
choices.
“I bought 10 [tickets], but I might need 
more,” he said.
Cap said the different types of cuisine 
are difficult to find.
“The people who are making the stuff 
here are mostly exchange students, so it’s 
really authentic,” he said.
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CURRENTS, page 10: Gus Bode says 
they were always No. 1 in my book
Brandon Augsburg
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Two SIUC students face arson charges after 
setting fire to a Dumpster at the Lewis Park 
apartments, police said Wednesday.
Travis Clem, a freshman from Carbondale 
studying aviation technologies, and Garrett 
Gieker, a senior from Liberty studying avia-
tion management, are also 
charged with criminal dam-
age to property and reckless 
conduct after the weekend 
incident.
Arson investigators 
with the city’s fire depart-
ment arrested the pair early 
Sunday after observing them 
light a Dumpster on fire at 
the complex at 800 E. Grand 
Ave., police reported. 
Carbondale Fire Chief 
John Michalesko said an 
investigator was at the apart-
ment complex because of an 
earlier call about a Dumpster 
fire. The investigator 
watched Clem and Gieker 
pour a flammable liquid into 
a Dumpster and light it on 
fire, Michalesko said.
The fire department was 
able to extinguish the fire. 
A damage estimate was not 
available Wednesday. 
Carbondale Police Officer 
Randy Mathis said arson investigators from the 
fire department have the authority to make such 
arrests, and Clem and Gieker were taken to the 
Carbondale Police Department for processing. 
Clem and Gieker were taken to the Jackson 
County Jail in Murphysboro and later released. 
Michalesko said the department takes 
Dumpster fires seriously and won’t tolerate them 
because they are dangerous and cause a lot of 
damage. He said refurbishing burned Dumpsters 
is costly, and nearby vehicles and buildings can 
also be damaged.
“It’s dangerous to bystanders and to members 
of our department,” he said. 
Dumpster blazes require sending a truck and 
an entire fire crew out to the scene to extinguish 
the fire, and that diminishes their ability to 
respond to other emergencies, Michalesko said.
He said Dumpster fires are a regular occur-
rence, but there have been fewer the past few 
months.
brandon_augsburg@dailyegyptian.com
536-3311 ext. 262
Students 
charged 
with arson
 Travis Clem
• Clem is a 
freshman from 
Carbondale 
studying aviation 
technologies
• Gieker is a senior 
from Liberty 
studying aviation 
management
• Both are charged 
with arson, 
criminal damage 
to property and 
reckless conduct
 Garrett Gieker
Lewis Park Dumpster 
fire leads to two arrests
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Senior Nur Azza Abdul-Aziz smiles while serving briyani rice at the International Food Fair at the Student Center on Wednesday. 
Abdul-Aziz and Azmi were working with the Malaysia Student Association.
Rahul 
Verghese 
serves an 
Indian 
dish while 
volunteering 
for the Indian 
Students 
Association 
during the 
International 
Food Fair at 
the Student 
Center on 
Wednesday.
MAX BITTLE
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International Food Fair 
serves up ethnic cuisine
Tastes of  the world
See FOOD, Page 14
Joe Crawford
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SIUC has a new reason to party.
Because of a Facebook-based student move-
ment, several Carbondale bars — including 
Pinch Penny Pub, Sidetracks and Gatsby’s II 
— are scheduled to open at 10 a.m. Feb. 23 to 
celebrate “unofficial” Saint Patrick’s Day.
The event is a time when students drink beer 
— filled with green food coloring — throughout 
the day and attend class drunk because they are 
on spring break during the actual Saint Patrick’s 
Day on March 17, according to an online post-
ing by group administrator and SIUC student 
Brad Miller.
The unofficial holiday has been a popular but 
controversial event at the University of Illinois 
Urbana-Champaign for years. The Urbana-
Champaign Senate — a group of students and 
faculty — passed a resolution condemning the 
event in April 2006, according to the campus 
newspaper, the Daily Illini.
UIUC also recently allowed the expulsion of 
any student who disrupts class while intoxicated, 
the newspaper reported.
A Facebook group Miller created last month 
called for Carbondale to celebrate Saint Patrick’s 
Day early. As of Wednesday evening, the group 
had 2,295 members.
City to celebrate ‘unofficial’ 
Saint Patrick’s Day Feb. 23
SIUC to turn green early
See GREEN, Page 14
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Black History Month
• 7 p.m. today at Student Center, Kaskaskia 
Room
• Lecture by Timothy L. Smoot, LCPA, Sr. 
Vice President, Chief Financial Officer of 
Meridian Management Group, Inc. “So you 
want to be an Entrepreneur: The Struggles 
of Blacks in Business”
• Free admission
InterVarsity Christian 
Fellowship: The Well
• 7 p.m. today at Life Science III Auditorium
Getting a job in the 
U.S.: Workshops for 
international students
• 5 to 6:30 p.m. today at Quigley, Room 
140 B
• Career workshop on career direction, 
career exploration, barriers and strength
• Free admission
Darwin’s birthday:
Public lecture
• Canceled
Russian conversation 
group
• 4 p.m. Friday at the Northwest Annex, 
International Programs and Services
• Intermediate/advanced Russian speakers 
meet to talk
• Free admission
Culture show 
• 7 p.m.-9 p.m. Friday at the Student Center 
ballrooms
• Free admission
Daley a defendant in suit alleging police torture
CHICAGO (AP) — Mayor Richard M. Daley was added Wednesday as a defendant 
in a civil suit alleging that city officials have conspired for 25 years to cover up the tor-
ture of suspects by Chicago police.
Former Mayor Jane M. Byrne was also added to the lawsuit filed on behalf of Darrell 
Cannon, who claims he was tortured into confessing to a murder he didn’t commit.
The suit is one of five pending in U.S. District Court accusing police of covering up 
systematic torture of murder suspects at the South Side’s Area 2 violent crimes unit 
decades ago.
Two special prosecutors spent four years investigating the allegations and reported 
last July that police beat, kicked, shocked or otherwise tortured scores of black suspects 
in the 1970s and 1980s, under Burge’s watch, to try to extract confessions from them. 
But they said the cases were too old to prosecute.
A report issued by the prosecutors did not blame Daley, who was state’s attorney
— Cook County’s chief prosecutor — at the time.
Court justice’s daughter charged with DUI
WHEATON (AP) — The 45-year-old daughter of U.S. Supreme Court Justice Antonin 
Scalia was arrested this week and charged with driving under the influence of alcohol 
and child endangerment.
Ann S. Banaszewski, of Wheaton, was arrested Monday evening while driving away
from a McDonald’s in the suburb 20 miles west of Chicago, police said. Three children 
were inside Banaszewski’s van when someone called police to report a suspected intoxi-
cated driver, Deputy Chief Tom Meloni said.
Meloni would not say what Banaszewski’s blood-alcohol level was. He also declined to
give the children’s ages or say if Banaszewski had a previous record.
She was released on a personal recognizance bond. The DuPage County Circuit 
Court had no information Wednesday about a whether a court appearance had
been scheduled.
A message left at Banaszewski’s home was not immediately returned and Meloni did 
not know if she had an attorney.
Scalia, who began serving on the Supreme Court in 1986, has nine children.
Chrysler to cut 13,000 jobs in U.S. and Canada
AUBURN HILLS, Mich. (AP) — In the next three years, 13,000 Chrysler workers 
will lose their jobs under a wrenching restructuring announced Wednesday.
The Chrysler unit of the German-American automaker said it would cut 16 per-
cent of the U.S. division’s work force, a move it hoped would return its U.S. operations 
to profitability by next year.
The plan was announced hours after Chrysler’s parent, DaimlerChrysler AG, said 
that “no option is being excluded” as it reported a 40 percent drop in companywide 
profit for the fourth quarter.
Under the plan, 11,000 production workers — 9,000 in the U.S. and 2,000 in 
Canada — will lose their jobs over the next three years, and 2,000 salaried jobs also 
will be cut — 1,000 this year and 1,000 in 2008.
The job cuts at Chrysler will reduce by 400,000 the number of vehicles that opera-
tions can produce each year.
NEWS BRIEFS
CORRECTIONS
If you spot an error, please contact the
DAILY EGYPTIAN accuracy desk at 536-3311, 
ext. 253.
CALENDAR
Submit calendar items to the 
DAILY EGYPTIAN newsroom, 
Communications 1247, at least 
two days before event, or call 
(618) 536-3311, ext. 266.
The calendar is a free service for 
community groups. We cannot 
guarantee that all items will run.
POLICE REPORTS
There are no items to report today.
AccuWeather® 5-Day Forecast for Carbondale
FRIDAY
Mostly sunny and
breezy
30° 28°
TODAY
Mostly sunny; very
cold
28° 12°
SATURDAY
A couple of snow
showers
36° 24°
SUNDAY
Partly sunny and
windy
36° 14°
MONDAY
Partly sunny and
chilly
37° 19°
National Weather Today
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Showers
T-storms
Rain
Flurries
Snow
Ice
Cold Front
Warm Front
Stationary
Front
Shown are
noon positions
of weather
systems and
precipitation.
Temperature
bands are
highs for the
day.  Forecast
high/low
temperatures
are given for
selected cities
Carbondale through 3 p.m. yesterday
High/low yesterday .................... 24°/15°
Normal high/low ........................ 45°/24°
Precipitation:
Temperature:
24 hours ending 3 p.m. yest. ........ Trace
Month to date ............................... 1.68”
Normal month to date ................... 1.41”
Year to date .................................. 5.06”
Normal year to date ...................... 4.32”
Sun and Moon
Illinois Weather
Regional Cities
National Cities
Sunrise today ......................... 6:47 a.m.
Sunset tonight ........................ 5:36 p.m.
Moonrise today ...................... 5:41 a.m.
Moonset today ....................... 3:22 p.m.
New First Full Last
Feb 17 Feb 24 Mar 3 Mar 11
AccuWeather.com
Shown is today’s
weather. Temperatures
are today’s highs 
and tonight’s lows.
Atlanta 44 21 s 44 18 s
Boston 24 12 c 27 19 sf
Cincinnati 20 6 sf 21 18 pc
Dallas 38 23 c 59 40 s
Denver 37 25 pc 53 22 c
Indianapolis 18 5 pc 23 22 c
Kansas City 19 8 c 40 25 c
Las Vegas 66 44 s 73 48 s
Nashville 33 15 s 38 29 s
New Orleans 52 32 c 50 38 s
New York City 24 18 pc 25 22 pc
Orlando 64 40 c 57 31 pc
Phoenix 68 47 s 76 53 s
San Francisco 61 48 s 65 50 s
Seattle 50 44 r 52 39 c
Washington, DC 26 16 pc 25 18 s
City Hi Lo W Hi Lo W
Today Fri.
Bloomington 12 2 pc 22 17 sn
Cape Girardeau 32 9 s 35 28 s
Champaign 16 5 pc 21 20 sn
Chicago 8 4 pc 19 19 sn
Danville 16 4 pc 21 21 sn
Edwardsville 22 9 s 31 24 pc
Moline 9 5 s 22 19 sn
Mt. Vernon 24 11 s 29 29 s
Paducah 32 14 s 40 28 s
Peoria 10 6 pc 23 23 sn
Quincy 14 5 s 26 26 sn
Rockford 9 3 pc 16 16 sn
Springfield 18 7 s 24 24 sn
City Hi Lo W Hi Lo W
Today Fri.
Legend: W-weather, s-sunny, pc-partly cloudy, 
c-cloudy, sh-showers, t-thunderstorms, r-rain, 
sf-snow flurries, sn-snow,  i-ice.
All forecasts and maps provided by
AccuWeather, Inc. ©2007
Rockford
9/3
Chicago
8/4
Peoria
10/6
Springfield
18/7
Carbondale
28/12
Champaign
16/5
Quincy
14/5
Cairo
32/13
Rock Island
8/4
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Rodney Jones may be $100,000 
richer after winning the largest 
monetary prize in the nation for 
mid-career poets, but he is defi-
nitely not cockier.
The collection of poems — 
titled “Salvation Blues: 100 Poems, 
1985-2005” — that won the SIUC 
English professor his prize leaves 
more to be desired, he said.
“I was really sort of disappoint-
ed when I put the book together 
because I thought I had written 
a lot better than that,” he said. “I 
know it sounds terrible, but when I 
put the book together I had always 
wanted to write great poems, and I 
looked at those and thought, those 
aren’t that great.”
A panel of notable names in poet-
ry, including former Poet Laureate 
of the United States Robert Pinsky, 
respectfully disagreed with Jones 
earlier this month, naming him 
the 2007 recipient of the Kingsley 
Tufts Poetry Award.
The self-described 171-year-old 
said he just finished watching the 
SIU men’s basketball team defeat 
Wichita State University when he 
received a call from the judges 
Feb. 3.
He said the news made him feel 
excited, but also a little out of it.
 “It probably knocked me off 
my stride, you know. It seems to 
me that if people really critique you 
and tear you apart, it does the same 
thing as getting praise. They both 
throw you off,” he said.
Jones has become more used to 
the latter since he started writing 
poetry as a 19-year-old student at 
the University of Alabama. He said 
he hated poetry in high school, but 
came to find a comfort and free-
dom in the art form.
“It doesn’t bother me if poetry 
doesn’t make sense, as long as it 
makes aesthetic sense,” he said. 
“I’m real interested in a guy in 
BVDs outside a liquor store just 
raving. You don’t go up to the guy 
and say, ‘What did you mean when 
you said the bottle cones had eaten 
your aunt’s hearing aid out of your 
mother’s navel?’ You’d never do 
that, but it is interesting as speech 
behavior.”
Jones said he was attracted to 
the medium for this fact. 
“Poetry tends to be a clari-
fier for me,” he said. “I see a lot 
of things that individual people 
experience, but that aren’t socially 
said that often.”
Even so, he said he is not try-
ing to change anybody’s mind with 
his work.
“I’m not sure I write with a 
purpose other than the hope that I 
might say some interesting things,” 
he said. “I don’t have any kind of 
dream of being able to socially 
convert anybody who’s not an idiot, 
and what use would it be to convert 
an idiot?”
Alison Joseph, an associate pro-
fessor of English, was on the panel 
that recognized Jones, but said she 
did not have to be an advocate for 
her colleague’s work.
“They’d already made up their 
minds pretty much,” she said.
She said what sets Jones apart as 
a poet is his humor.
“I think a lot of people have 
this notion that poetry readings are 
very serious affairs and that they’re 
dull, they’re boring. Not Rodney. 
You never know what’s going to 
come out of that mouth of his,” 
she said.
Helena Bell, a second-year grad-
uate student from New Orleans 
studying creative writing, agreed.
“Humorous poetry is practically 
impossible to write, and to see him 
do it so easily is a little infuriating, 
but in a good way,” she said.
Jones said he does not have any 
plans for the prize money because 
it is not his.
“I’m in a family, so I do know 
that it’s not my own money — 
it’s the family’s money,” he said. 
“Whatever money I get is pretty 
much in that pot.”
He said he did treat himself 
with an American Series Fender 
Telecaster guitar.
“That’ll be my celebration,” 
he said. “That’ll be my personal 
money.”
sean_mcgahan@dailyegyptian.com
536-3311 ext. 254
‘Disappointing’ work
wins SIUC professor 
$100,000 poetry prize
Insatiable 
ink-slinger
‘‘P
oetry tends to be a clarifier for me. I see a lot of 
things that individual people experience, but 
that aren’t socially said that often.
 
— Rodney Jones
SIUC English professor
MELISSA BARR ~ DAILY EGYPTIAN
English Professor Rodney Jones received the 2007 Kingsley Tufts Poetry Award for his book ‘Salvation 
Blues’ which includes 100 poems from work he did between 1985-2005.
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French judge warns 
of terror threat
NEW YORK (AP) — The risk of ter-
ror attacks in Europe is high and is 
increasing, France’s leading anti-terror-
ism judge said, warning that a recent 
alliance between al-Qaida and a North 
African terrorist group poses a grave 
threat.
The Salafist Group for Call and 
Combat, known by its French initials 
GSPC, staged seven nearly simultaneous 
attacks in Algeria on Tuesday, targeting 
police in several towns east of Algiers, 
killing six and injuring around 30.
French counterterrorism police 
arrested 11 suspects as part of efforts 
aimed at dismantling an alleged al-
Qaida-linked recruiting network to send 
radical Islamic fighters to Iraq, police 
officials said Wednesday.
Nine suspects were detained in 
and near the southern city of Toulouse 
before dawn Wednesday, following the 
arrest of two others late Tuesday at Paris’ 
Orly airport, police said.
I R A Q
Six soldiers die in 
separate incidents
BAG H DAD, Iraq (AP) — Four U.S. 
soldiers were killed and two others were 
wounded Wednesday during fighting 
northeast of Baghdad, the military said. 
Two other U.S. deaths were reported 
elsewhere.
The Task Force Lightning soldiers 
were attacked while conducting com-
bat operations in Diyala province, 
where U.S. and Iraqi forces have been 
battling insurgents for months.
Three of the soldiers died from 
wounds sustained after explosions near 
their vehicles, while a fourth died later 
at a military medical facility.
Separately, another U.S. soldier died 
Wednesday a day after coming under 
small arms fire from insurgents while 
on patrol north of Baghdad, the mili-
tary said. The soldier died of wounds 
from the attack, which took place the 
combat patrol was ambushed after it 
discovered a roadside bomb, according 
to a statement. 
F L O R I D A
Ex-Congressman 
accused of indecent 
exposure
S A N I B E L , Fla. (AP) — A former 
Pennsylvania congressman was accused 
Wednesday of exposing himself to two 
women at a beach resort.
Joseph M. McDade, 75, was issued 
a summons on a charge of exposure of 
sexual organs, a misdemeanor that car-
ries up to a year in jail and a $1,000 fine.
Calls to McDade’s Fairfax, Va., home 
and at the Washington lobbying firm 
where he works were not immediately 
returned.
McDade, Republican, served in 
the House from 1963 to 1999. He did 
not seek re-election in 1998. He was 
indicted in 1992 on charges he accepted 
gifts from defense companies for help-
ing them win lucrative contracts. A jury 
cleared him in 1996.
W A S H I N G T O N
United States agrees 
to allow Iraq refugee 
into country
WA SH I N G TO N (AP) — The Bush 
administration plans to allow about 7,000 
Iraqi refugees to settle in the United States 
over the next year, a huge expansion at a 
time of mounting international pressure 
to help those who have fled in the nearly 
four-year-old war.
The United States has allowed only 
463 Iraq refugees into the country since 
the war began, even though some 3.8 
million have left. 
The administration also plans to 
pledge $18 million for a worldwide reset-
tlement and relief program. The United 
Nations has asked for $60 million from 
nations around the world.
The 7,000 would be resettled from 
nations outside Iraq where they have fled.
Terence Hunt
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
WA S H I N G T O N  — 
Challenged on the accuracy of 
U.S. intelligence, President Bush 
said Wednesday there is no doubt 
the Iranian government is provid-
ing armor-piercing weapons to 
kill American soldiers in Iraq. But 
he backed away from claims the 
top echelon of Iran’s government 
was responsible.
Bush, at a news conference, also 
said he would fight any attempt by 
the Democratic-controlled Congress 
to cut off money for the war. “They 
need to fund our troops and the 
need to make sure we have the flex-
ibility necessary to get the job done,” 
he said.
The House is expected to vote 
Friday on a nonbinding resolution 
opposing Bush’s decision to send 
21,500 additional troops to Iraq.
The meeting with reporters in 
the East Room was Bush’s first news 
conference since Dec. 20 and the first 
since he announced the troop buildup 
in Iraq. The four-year-old war hangs 
heavily on his presidency, and Bush’s 
approval rating in an Associated 
Press-Ipsos poll in February matched 
an all-time low of 32 percent.
Iran was a dominant theme of 
reporters’ questions because of con-
flicting statements about U.S. intel-
ligence in Iran and recurring specu-
lation that Bush is looking for an 
excuse to attack the Islamic republic, 
which is believed by Washington 
and its allies to be seeking 
nuclear weapons.
Defending U.S. intelligence that 
has pinpointed Iran as a hostile arms 
supplier in Iraq, Bush said, “Does this 
mean you’re trying to have a pretext 
for war? No. It means I’m trying to 
protect our troops.”
There have been mixed signals 
in the administration about Iran’s 
involvement in supplying Shiite 
groups in Iraq with a particularly 
lethal type of roadside bombs known 
as explosively formed penetrators.
Three senior U.S. military officials, 
at a weekend briefing in Baghdad, 
said the highest levels of the Iranian 
government had ordered the weap-
ons smuggled into Iraq. They based 
their claim on the belief the weap-
ons are moving into Iraq through 
the Iran’s Revolutionary Guards elite 
Quds Force.
But Gen. Peter Pace, chair-
man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
said later he was not ready to con-
clude that Iran’s top leaders were 
behind the attacks. Some law-
makers also have questioned the 
administration’s statements.
Wading into the debate, Bush 
said the Quds Force was instrumen-
tal in supplying the weapons — “we 
know that,” he said — and that the 
Quds Force was part of the Iranian 
government. “That’s a known,” he 
said. “What we don’t know is wheth-
er or not the head leaders of Iran 
ordered the Quds Force to do what 
they did.”
Pressed again on the subject, 
Bush displayed some irritation and 
said, “Whether (Iranian President 
Mahmoud) Ahmadinejad ordered 
the Quds Force to do this, I don’t 
think we know. But we do know 
that they’re there and I intend 
to do something about it. And 
I’ve asked our commanders to do 
something about it. And we’re going 
to protect our troops.” Ahmadinejad 
has denied Iran was behind 
the attacks.
Matt Apuzzo
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
 WASH INGTON — 
Attorneys for former White 
House aide I. Lewis “Scooter” 
Libby rested their case in the 
CIA leak trial Wednesday after a 
day of legal wrangling over clas-
sified information and wheth-
er additional witnesses could 
be presented.
Special Prosecutor Patrick 
Fitzgerald called no rebuttal 
witnesses, ending the testimo-
ny phase of the 
trial. Closing 
arguments are 
scheduled for 
Tuesday.
The final day 
of testimony in 
Libby’s perjury 
and obstruction 
trial had been 
billed as a block-
buster. Attorneys 
said for months 
that Libby and 
his boss, Vice 
President Dick 
Cheney, would testify for the 
defense.
But Libby’s attorneys 
reversed course Tuesday and 
said neither man would tes-
tify, leaving Wednesday to fight 
over whether NBC newsman 
Tim Russert could be called 
back to testify and how much 
evidence jurors would hear in 
Libby’s absence.
The change in who would 
testify prompted U.S. District 
Judge Reggie B. Walton to 
reverse course, too. He told 
defense attorneys that if Libby 
didn’t testify he would not 
allow some classified infor-
mation to be presented to the 
jury as Libby’s defense team 
had planned.
“My absolute understand-
ing was that Mr. Libby was 
going to testify,” Walton said, 
recalling why he had agreed 
months ago to allow some clas-
sified information into evi-
dence. “My ruling was based 
on the fact that he was going 
to testify.”
W a l t o n ’ s 
decision blocked 
Libby’s plans 
to call three 
CIA briefers 
Wednesday to 
testify about 
the classified 
national securi-
ty issues Libby 
faced in mid-
2003, when 
CIA operative 
Valerie Plame 
was named in 
the media.
Libby wanted that testi-
mony to bolster his claim that 
he never lied to investigators 
but rather forgot details about 
Plame’s exposure because he 
was consumed by his workload 
as Cheney’s top aide.
Instead of hearing the 
CIA witnesses, jurors heard a 
speech from defense attorney 
John Cline about Libby’s brief-
ings on terrorist threats, bomb 
scares, insurgent attacks and 
Thomas Wagner
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
LONDON (AP) — A judge 
dismissed charges Wednesday against 
five British soldiers accused of mis-
treating Iraqi civilian detainees but 
said the court-martial would continue 
against two other servicemen.
The trial has tarnished the 
image of Britain’s military because 
it marked the first time a British 
soldier pleaded guilty to a war 
crime under international law. 
Cpl. Donald Payne, 35, admitted 
he inhumanely treated Iraqi civilians 
in September. He has not yet been 
sentenced on the charge.
The nine Iraqi detainees, who had 
been taken into custody as suspected 
insurgents, allegedly were handcuffed, 
hooded, beaten, held in stress posi-
tions and deprived of sleep for about 
two days in extreme heat at a British 
army barracks near the southern Iraqi 
city of Basra in September 2003.
The prosecution said one of 
the men, Baha Mousa, a 26-year-
old hotel worker, died after being 
restrained by soldiers when he tried 
to escape. The eight other detainees 
were released without charge.
Justice Stuart McKinnon ruled 
the two other charges against Payne 
— manslaughter and perverting the 
course of justice — should be dis-
missed, along with the charge of 
inhumanely treating detainees against 
two of Payne’s co-defendants: Lance 
Cpl. Wayne Ashley Crowcroft, 22, 
and Pvt. Darren Trevor Fallon, 23.
The judge also dismissed a com-
mon assault charge against Sgt. 
Kelvin Lee Stacey, 30, and a charge 
of negligently performing duties 
against Col. Jorge Emmanuel 
Mendonca, 43.
McKinnon said the prosecu-
tion did not have the evidence it 
needed to convict the five men of 
the charges.
One reason was that the hooded 
Iraqi civilians were unable to identify 
the soldiers who had allegedly mis-
treated or beat them. McKinnon also 
described as unreliable the testimony 
of one British soldier who had acted 
as a prosecution witness.
Prosecutor Julian Bevan told the 
court that the defendants suspected 
the Iraqi detainees had been involved 
in the slaying of six British military 
police officers in August 2003 and 
the death of a soldier in a bombing on 
a military ambulance in Basra.
Ahmad Taha Musa al-Matairi, 
the only Iraqi detainee to testify at 
the court-martial, said the defen-
dants laughed as they beat one 
of the detainees in a sweltering 
detention facility and took bets on 
which soldier could knock him 
down first.
Al-Matairi testified that he was 
detained because he was part-owner 
of a hotel suspected of being an 
insurgent base. Soldiers found rifles, 
ammunition, grenades and timers 
they believed were to be used for 
bomb-making equipment in a search 
of several hotels. They also found 
forged identity documents and large 
amounts of money.
McKinnon said the court-martial 
at the Bulford Camp army base, 85 
miles southwest of London, would 
continue against Warrant Officer 
Mark Lester Davies, 37, and Maj. 
Michael Edwin Peebles, 35, on 
the charge of negligently perform-
ing their duties. It is scheduled to 
resume Monday.
Testimony ends in 
CIA leak trial, closing 
arguments next
Charges dismissed 
against soldiers in British 
war crimes court-martial
Bush: Iran providing armor-piercing weapons
CHUCK KENNEDY ~ MCCLATCHY-TRIBUNE
President Bush speaks to a news conference in the East Room of the White House in Washington, 
D.C., on Wednesday.
‘‘M
y absolute 
understanding 
was that Mr. Libby 
was going to testify. 
My ruling was based 
on the fact that he 
was going to testify. 
— Reggie B. Walton
U.S. district judge
www.siude.com/pulse
ulseP
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Gloria Bode says see what’s 
coming out in music, movies 
and games with our online 
release lists
DAILY EGYP TIAN
Music
It seems that everywhere you 
turn in the world of technology, 
some new product is coming out and 
touting its revolutionary “wireless” 
capabilities. 
Computers, cell phones, game 
consoles and even toys are going 
wireless. If the makers of high-tech 
gadgets have their way, all the wires 
connecting us to each other, to the 
Internet, to our printers, scanners, 
Bluetooth-enabled headsets, to our 
TV, and even to our power grid will 
soon be a thing of the past.
Wireless as a generic term, 
though, usually refers to wireless 
Internet access. Connecting to a net-
work via a cable is becoming the 
exception rather than the rule in 
many homes and offices. More and 
more wireless “hot spots” are pop-
ping up at many locations, including 
coffee shops, fast food restaurants, 
public buildings, college campuses 
and apartment complexes, to name 
just a few. 
However, even as wireless pro-
liferation seems poised to skyrocket, 
more and more people are “locking 
down” their wireless access points. 
Restaurants and coffee shops are 
starting to charge for their access, 
either forcing customers to input 
credit-card information or type in 
codes that are given out when cus-
tomers purchase an item. College 
campuses are requiring people to 
provide student ID numbers or 
other credentials before signing on. 
Home users, fearful that someone 
might use their connection without 
their knowledge, are enabling WEP 
encryption on their access points. 
What this means for us is that 
although there are more 
and more access points, 
there are less and less 
open access points 
for us to actually use, 
which is a shame.
To combat this, 
several initiatives 
have formed whose 
collective aim is to create 
as many open access points 
as possible in urban areas. Arguably 
the most popular of these organi-
zations is FON, which subsidizes 
router purchases that are used to 
provide open access for other FON 
members.
Another technology, though, is 
starting to make its way into new 
laptop computers that also aims to 
provide an alternative for mobile 
Internet users. The technology is 
commonly referred to as WiMax, 
and it is basically Wi-Fi without the 
access points.
Of course, this new technology 
uses access points, but these access 
points are integrated into cell-phone 
towers and similar structures, and 
are far more powerful than tradi-
tional access points, allowing people 
to have Internet access at a much 
greater distance (up to 70 miles 
away). This technology is being con-
sidered as a possible method for 
getting high-speed access to peo-
ple who are outside of cable and 
DSL coverage areas, as well as 
a high-speed connection for 
mobile users.
Right now the technol-
ogy is still in its infancy. 
Companies are just 
starting to build the 
necessary infrastruc-
ture. As time goes on, 
though, more provid-
ers will be deploying 
WiMax networks, and 
more and more PCs will 
come with the new technol-
ogy built-in, just as nearly every 
laptop sold today includes regular 
Wi-Fi capabilities. 
Eventually, WiMax or some vari-
ant may replace traditional Wi-Fi 
altogether and we’ll have so much 
Wi-Fi proliferation that we’ll be able 
to get a signal almost anywhere. We 
will all look back in wonder at the 
days when we had to plug in to the 
network, just as many of us remem-
ber “dialing up” to the Internet, or 
not having Internet access at all. 
Either way, though, wireless is here 
to stay and the days of limited con-
nectivity are numbered.
TECHNOLOGY CORNER
A.P. HÄGLER
hags2k@gmail.com
The new age of wireless Julie Engler
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Hella: “There’s No 666 In Outer 
Space”
Release date: Jan. 30
Label: Ipecac Recordings
www.hellaband.com
For the first time, drummer 
Zach Hill and guitarist Spencer 
Seim — the founders of Hella — 
have a whole band, and “There’s 
No 666 In Outer Space” is per-
haps the easiest Hella album to 
listen to yet. 
With more melodic guitar that 
now actually makes sense, Hella is 
incredibly coherent and under-
standable. With the addition of 
guitarist Josh Hill, bassist and 
keyboardist Carson McWhirter 
and singer Aaron Ross, Hella 
sounds incredibly complete. 
With the focus off Hill, the 
phenomenal drumming isn’t as 
noticeable as it used to be, which 
is pretty obvious, but that doesn’t 
mean it’s not as impressive. Hill 
can still beat the drums harder 
and faster — and make it sound 
way cooler — than any drummer 
out there. To put it into perspec-
tive, Hill to drums is like Les 
Claypool to bass. 
With three extra musicians, 
Hella sounds a lot less experi-
mental and more and more struc-
tured. While a vocalist keeps nor-
malcy, the two guitarists seem to 
do whatever they want to do and 
it still sounds good. Most songs 
are set in unusual timing, but still 
they are somewhat easy to follow 
through the chaos. 
As far as the recording, it’s 
hard to understand how Hella 
does it, as most of the music 
seems so sporadic and made-up 
that recording should be impos-
sible. Still, it’s in this organized 
disorganization that Hella really 
shines with a unique approach 
to music. That’s what makes the 
band so damn good. 
Another interesting thing to 
note is that Ross and Hill both 
wrote lyrics, a feat the drummers 
usually stay out of. Some of the 
lyrics seem as though there was 
a conscious effort to make words 
rhyme, though it works and isn’t 
too tacky. 
Honestly, Hella isn’t for every-
body. Those who prefer drum 
solos and loud chaos will love 
Hella, whereas those who aren’t 
fans of experimental noise will 
probably think Hella makes 
no sense. 
Hella rocks hard
MISSION STATEMENT
The DAILY EGYPTIAN, the student-run newspaper of  Southern Illinois University 
Carbondale, is committed to being a trusted source of  news, information, commentary 
and public discourse, while helping readers understand the issues affecting their lives.
I’ve opened all the drawers, and there’s no more money.”“
John Dunn
SIUC’s interim chancelloron  the financial state of the university
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A third car accident has struck Carbondale this year and pedestrians will — or at least should — continue 
to hesitate at the crosswalks on campus and 
on city streets. 
Some drivers on campus make it difficult 
for pedestrians to take advantage of the cross-
walk sign because they don’t pay attention to 
their surroundings or they don’t follow the 
speed limit on campus.
On Monday, a driver for Women’s Night 
Safety Transit struck a female student on Mill 
Street. Irony, anyone?
The driver was temporarily suspended 
from driving for the transit service and police 
ticketed him for not yielding to a pedestrian at 
a crosswalk.
And this isn’t the first accident 
this year.
In January, a man was killed on 
Mill Street and a student suffered 
a hit-and-run.
On campus, police reported 
nine accidents have involved 
pedestrians, resulting serious inju-
ries since 2002. 
Most drivers who approach the 
crosswalks do not seem to observe their sur-
roundings. Distractions within the car come 
into play such as talking on a cell phone, play-
ing with the radio or looking for 
something in the back seat. 
At times, drivers are aware 
of their surroundings and can 
perfectly see pedestrians about to 
cross their side of the road. Many 
students may have experienced 
drivers speeding up to the cross-
walk so they can avoid slowing 
down, stopping and waiting a few 
seconds for students to cross.
It’s reckless driving like this that causes 
dreadful accidents.
For many students and faculty members 
who have a busy schedule, the last thing they 
need to worry about is getting hit by a car in 
a crosswalk.
Three pedestrian-car accidents in two 
months are too many.
Pedestrians — please cross the street with 
caution. It may sound like something your 
mother would say, but in cases of life and 
death, it needs to be said.
Drivers — please take note of the incidents 
of the past two months.
It’s not hard. Just drive safely.
On campus, 
police reported 
nine accidents 
have involved 
pedestrians, 
resulting serious 
injuries since 
2002.
Has SIU accomplished nothing since November 2006?Well, nothing important enough to update 
the SIU system’s Web site, it seems.
The Web site’s main page — www.siu.edu — sports 
a photo of astronaut Joan Higginbotham, an SIUC 
alumni. The linked story talks about preparations for 
her Dec. 7, 2006 trip to space.
Higginbotham’s shuttle landed safely 
on Dec. 22.
Come on, SIU. You can do better 
than this.
Just look at last Friday, when SIUC 
professor Rodney Jones won a $100,000 
poetry prize. 
His collection of works, titled 
“Salvation Blues,” won the Kingsley 
Tufts Poetry Award from Claremont 
Graduate University. 
The New York Times recognized 
him on its Web site. Several other media outlets picked 
up the story to give SIU some much-needed good 
press.
SIU’s Web site should have followed suit and 
highlighted one of its own while thousands across the 
nation, and possibly the world, had Jones’ impressive 
accomplishment in mind.
However, the headline on SIU’s main portal to the 
universe read “SIUC Chancellor Search,” last updated 
Dec. 13, 2006.
If no attention is going to be paid to the most pub-
lic marketing tool the university has, then SIU is a lot 
worse off than we thought.
The University Museum’s Web page — www.
museum.siu.edu — is adorned with photos that don’t 
load. At the bottom of the page, the privacy policy 
apparently hasn’t been updated since Wednesday, Dec. 
31, 1969. The online admissions enrollment page says 
the same thing.
Scary when one considers all the privacy concerns 
that have developed since Neil Armstrong walked on 
the moon.
In its defense, though, the museum’s Web site has a 
disclaimer that says, “The University Museum makes 
no warranty … for the accuracy, completeness or useful-
ness of any information.”
Moving on to the SIUC site, all of the theater pages 
have gone missing, including Kleinau, Shryock and 
Moe. The Student Center’s Web site greets surfers with 
a bit of HTML code.
We’re sure there is more, but the point has been 
made.
Inconsistencies, broken links and a lack of updates 
make a powerful preemptive strike against potential 
students, faculty and Saluki Way donors who use the 
SIU Web site to decide where to send their money and 
knowledge.
A poorly maintained site, like it or not, is a reflection 
of an apathetic university that is way behind the times. 
The top 75 research institutions embrace new technol-
ogy. A fully functional Web site is absolutely required.
Both SIU President Glenn Poshard and Interim 
Chancellor John Dunn know the Web site is out of 
date. 
But old doesn’t have to mean broken.
Poshard and Dunn have both spoken of a future 
redesign, but until something new is created, the cur-
rent site cannot be left to die.
Right now, it’s failing fast.
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• Letters and guest columns must be submitted 
with author’s contact information, preferably via 
e-mail. All letters are limited to 300 words and 
columns to 500 words. All topics are acceptable. 
All submissions are subject to editing. 
• Phone number required to verify authorship (number 
will not be published). STUDENTS must include year and 
major. FACULTY must include rank and department.   NON-
ACADEMIC STAFF include position and department. OTHERS 
include hometown.  
• Letters and guest columns can be sent to                 
voices@dailyegyptian.com.
• We reserve the right to not publish any letter 
or guest column.
Sit Back, Relax
Discovering an oasis of tranquility for the mind is essential for sanity.To slow down, to breath deeply, to find the 
smile that depicts a consciousness of well-being, is not an 
easy feat. This genuinely calm demeanor must be sought 
after and obtained with a strong will. Stress and its nega-
tive implications can tear down mental and physical char-
acteristics to a blurred form and it can become difficult to 
stop the motion.
 Reaching out of the normal routine, and its ever-tight-
ening strangulation, for just a short period of liberation, is 
vital. 
 There is freedom available for the incarcerated mind 
on many levels, depending of the taste of relief needed. 
Finding the source is as varied as every individual person-
ality. One, for suggestion, is Makanda and its laid back 
atmosphere. Makanda’s boardwalk contains an array of 
anecdotes for the ill at ease, in particular, but not limited 
to, is the Makanda Country Store. 
 Contained within the walls laden with coffee beans and 
hot sauce is the owner, Bill Abney. His pace is complacent 
as he works on threading cane in a crisscross pattern to 
form the back of a rocking chair. The strips of cane soak 
in water to increase pliability. During this time of absorp-
tion, Abney can mill around the store and continue about 
the daily operations: stocking shelves, waiting on costum-
ers and such. He will finish the work on the chair without 
deadline and in his spare time. 
 In the store, a single table surrounded by four chairs 
by the large paned glass at the entrance offers a view. 
Watching Abney was a cure.  Here, there is timelessness. 
Here, there is calmness. Here, there is sanity. 
Photo column by
Joseph Midkiff ~ DAILY EGYPTIAN
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
DEAR EDITOR:
Hats off to Chris Lowery and Dana 
Eikenberg and all of the basketball Salukis who 
are giving us something to cheer about at SIUC! 
The Saturday afternoon game with Creighton — 
and again last night against Missouri State — was 
fantastic and shows the maturity of our players 
and the dedication of the athletic department 
to support the building of a basketball dynasty 
at SIUC. The women’s team is showing similar 
tenaciousness in their recent wins against Bradley 
and Northern Iowa. Let’s pack the house to sup-
port these student athletes in their last home 
games of the season and show our appreciation 
for giving us something to cheer about at SIUC! 
Go Dawgs!
Brad Simpson
Individualized Two Plus Two coordinator
Hats off to the 
basketball Salukis
DEAR EDITOR:
Recently, students were asked how the 
Senate should vote on the proposed increases 
in tuition and fees. Well, it’s true that the 
university does need money to make needed 
repairs and improvements, to pay for rising 
utility costs, to pay faculty and staff and to help 
fund Saluki Way. On the other hand, students 
need money as well to afford supplies, books, 
bills, gas, food, other everyday necessities and, 
if there is anything left over, to have a little fun 
every now and then.
Students are not usually known for having 
large sums of cash. I’ve heard numerous jokes 
associating being a college student with being 
broke, and there’s good reason for that. There 
has to be a better way for the university to get 
the funds it needs. Students just can’t afford to 
be the university’s financial solution. 
As for enrollment (something that has a 
huge effect on the university’s finances), my 
suggestion is to get students involved. Make a 
documentary about SIU and Carbondale. Use 
Career Services to help local or visiting high 
school students discover what they want to 
major in, and then have them sign up to see 
what an average day for a student in that major 
would be like.
These ideas may or may not be helpful, but 
I’m sure that there are many SIUC students 
with their own great ideas for helping the 
university. The university could even make a 
chat room, or blog page, or something of that 
sort that would allow students to voice their 
opinions and suggestions online. I’m sure there 
are many things that can be done to help the 
university, but tuition and fee increases won’t 
help SIU students or improve enrollment.
April Robinson
undecided freshman
Higher student fees not 
the solution
Rough start
Eikenberg — equipped with only her Franklin day planner 
— arrived in Carbondale on a warm April day in 2004. She 
inherited a program that went 37-126 the last six years and 21-
87 in the MVC.
Six players would leave the team before SIU opened its sea-
son. Two players quit before Eikenberg and her staff had their
introductory press conference. As the season progressed, the 
losses piled up. Without a single player on SIU’s roster recruited 
by Eikenberg, her team plummeted to a 3-24 mark in 2004-05.
Perhaps one of the more devastating losses came when Indiana 
State routed the Salukis 94-51 in Carbondale.
“We had kids who probably were not Division I players,”
Eikenberg said. “But they were super kids.”
With her fiercely competitive nature,Eikenberg found it dif-
ficult to swallow those losses. In her second season, SIU finished 
10-18 and seventh in the Valley. 
One thing Eikenberg and her staff learned was how to lay 
the groundwork for success. That included establishing a win-
ning attitude, creating a family atmosphere and getting the 
players to believe in Eikenberg’s system.
Eikenberg had help from Carlai Moore, Jayme Sweere and 
Erin Pauk, who followed their coach from her old post at the 
University of Missouri-Kansas City to Carbondale.
Motivational leader
Eikenberg, who enjoys literature and history, often searches
for new ways to motivate her team. On Sunday, she used an 
anecdote about Abraham Lincoln and the Civil War to motivate 
her players in the locker room. 
She told her players that people of great character, like 
Lincoln, understand strength and growth come from persever-
ing. The Salukis showed they could persevere on a cold after-
noon in Normal, when SIU avenged an earlier loss to pound 
then-first place Illinois State 79-66. Four Salukis — Moore,
Dana Olsen, Debbie Burris and Jasmine Gibson — reached 
double figures.
“We never wanted to build the team around one person,”
Eikenberg said.
A former point guard, Eikenberg helped lead Penn State to 
its first-ever No. 1 ranking before her Nittany Lions got upset 
in the Sweet 16 in 1991. Also that year, Jody Adams played the 
same position for Pat Summit’s Tennessee national champion-
ship team, while post coach Susan Koering played for a Big Ten 
champion Iowa squad.
“When I wasn’t in class or in school I had to be in the office 
watching film whether I agreed or disagreed,” Eikenberg said.
“What I think that has done was allow me to understand the 
game inside and outside from every position.”
Part of SIU’s success also stems from the coaching staff ’s 
recruiting abilities. Eikenberg found versatile players that suit 
her system well. Moore, a non-traditional post, favors a mid-
range jumper. Smith can rebound from the point guard position,
and she pulled down a game-high 11 Sunday. Sweere can create 
shots off the dribble with nifty pivot moves that make her a dif-
ficult defensive assignment.
A different Saluki will step up each night. Sunday afternoon,
with leading scorer Moore limited to five points on 2-of-7 
shooting, Pauk chipped in to hit a late jumper and two free 
throws to help seal SIU’s win. The junior guard finished with 
13 points.
“This is a team game,” Pauk said. “We know that each indi-
vidual has a role and a part.”
In the closing seconds of Sunday’s win, Moore rebounded a 
Jayme Sweere miss and sent the ball to Erica Smith, who put up 
the game winning layup. 
“We talk about being selfless all the time, doing it for the 
people around you,” Smith said.
The Salukis share a close bond, which Eikenberg said is 
common with winning programs but uncommon in women’s 
hoops. Often, players will watch movies together or cook dinner 
for each other. The Salukis also will help out in the community 
and host basketball camps.
“On a lot of teams I’ve been on, it’s more tense,” Sweere said.
“Here, there’s just a mutual respect for each other.”
On the other hand, Eikenberg’s demand of excellence also 
pushes the players to new heights.
“She challenges us to do better than the day before,” guard 
Debbie Burris said. “She doesn’t let us settle.”
W ith her face flushed, Dana Eikenberg paces the sidelines at SIU Arena.The Saluki coach will often wave wild 
hand gestures or have words to share her pleasure or 
displeasure with her team’s play.
“She is the epitome of intense,” SIU guard Erica 
Smith said.
That intensity comes out in her players.
“They keep coming at you,” said Bradley coach 
Paula Buscher, after her team lost to the Salukis 55-
50 Friday night. “They’re just a balanced team that 
can hit you in a lot of different ways.”
Eikenberg has helped the Saluki women’s basket-
ball program rise from the basement of the Missouri 
Valley Conference to first place in just three years.
The Salukis (15-9, 11-2) are on pace for their first 
winning season in 11 years,
and Eikenberg is a lead-
ing contender for MVC 
Coach of the Year after a 
preaseason poll picked the 
Salukis to finish seventh in 
the conference.
Since starting the year 
3-7, the Salukis have won 
12 of their last 14 games 
and have the No. 1 defense 
in the Valley, allowing 62.4 points a game.
“It’s a really great feeling,” Eikenberg said. “I’m 
really proud of our kids. It’s great to see them reap 
the benefits of such hard work.”
It’s almost hard to believe less than three years 
ago, the Salukis finished 3-24 and last in the MVC.
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ABOVE: SIU women’s basketball head coach Dana Eikenberg writes on the dry 
erase board in the women’s locker room before meeting with the team prior to the 
game against Bradley Feb. 9 at SIU Arena.
ABOVE RIGHT: Coach Dana Eikenberg and guard Jayme Sweere hold hands
during the ‘The Star-Spangled Banner’ Sunday afternoon at SIU Arena. The entire
Saluki women’s basketball team holds hands during the national anthem before 
every game. 
Starters Dana 
Olsen and 
Kaci Bailey 
bump chests
during 
the lineup 
announcements 
at Sunday’s 
game. 
DAN CELVI
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From
‘Great feeling’ surrounds top-ranked 
Saluki women’s basketball team
story by JOE LACDAN
worst
FIRSTto
‘‘On a lot of teams I’ve been on, it’smore tense. Here,
there’s just a mutual 
respect for each 
other.
— Jayme Sweere
junior guard
LEFT: 
Women’s 
basketball 
head coach
Dana Eikenberg 
yells during the
SIU vs. Bradley 
game Feb. 9 at
the SIU Arena.
MELISSA BARR
DAILY EGYPTIAN
BELOW: 
From left:
Sophomore 
guards Kaci 
Bailey and 
Erica Smith 
and junior 
guard Debbie
Burris raise
their hands 
in celebration
after defeating 
Bradley 55-50 
Friday at the SIU 
Arena.
DUVALE RILEY
DAILY EGYPTIAN
DAN CELVI ~ DAILY EGYPTIAN
Junior guard Jayme Sweere plays defense against
Bradley University guard Jen Brown during Friday
night’s game. The Salukis are the No. 1 defensive team 
in the Valley.
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RABBI ALIAS ROSARY PYTHONYesterday’s Jumbles:Answer: They enjoy discussing old times at a 
reunion — HISTORIANS
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by Glenn McCoy The Duplex
by Justin Borus and Andrew FeinsteinGirls and Sports
By Linda Black
Today’s Birthday (02-15-07). Your 
assignment this year is to finish the proj-
ects and gather up money that’s owed 
you. This may not sound like much fun at 
first, but it can be quite rewarding.
To get the advantage, check the day’s 
rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most 
challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) - Today 
is a 7 - Talk to your team about what 
they’ve done well, and what they could 
have done better. They look to you for 
encouragement and approval, as well as 
direction.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) - Today is 
an 8 - A group you’ve known and loved 
for years does you a world of good. 
Discuss your joy, your hopes and your 
fears. Allow friends to help you heal.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) - Today is 
an 8 - Take the opportunity to upgrade 
your public presence. A new power suit 
could very effectively communicate your 
new status.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) - Today is a 
7 - Reach out and take advantage of new 
opportunities. Don’t do it in person, how-
ever. Have somebody else do it for you.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) - Today is an 8 - 
Some days are all talk and no action. This 
day, it’s the other way around. You’ll catch 
up with all the chores you’d been putting 
off, and then some.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) - Today is 
a 7 - You’d rather be in a secluded spot, 
expressing your affection. If normal 
chores interfere with that, jot down a few 
notes for later.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) - Today is 
a 6 - Don’t hurry into anything, or out 
of anything, either. Your opinion will 
change at least once before you make 
the right decision.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21 - Today is 
a 5 - A cozy, comfortable feeling alter-
nates with bouts of anxiety. One minute 
everything’s fine, and the next minute 
you wonder. Better lie low for a couple 
of days.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) - Today 
is a 7 - Life is about education, as you 
may have noticed. Some things, you 
learn the hard way. Doesn’t matter, a les-
son is a lesson, and you’re getting wiser 
all the time.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) - Today 
is an 8 - Temporary frustration gives way 
to something more like sheer delight. 
Don’t give up when you run into a wall, 
there’s a secret door.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) - Today 
is a 7 - You have many valuable items 
hidden around your premises. Show 
the folks who see them as clutter that 
they’re really cold, hard cash. Sell some-
thing.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) - Today is 
a 7 - New friends clue you in on the easi-
est ways to accomplish your objectives. 
You’ve been doing some things the hard 
way, as you may have suspected.
(c) 2007, TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES INC.
Distributed by McClatchy-Tribune
Sudoku By Michael Mepham
Solution to Friday’s puzzle
Complete the grid so each row, column and 3-by-
3 box (in bold borders) contains every digit 1 to
9. For strategies on how to solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk.
© 2006 Michael Mepham. Distributed by Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.
12/2/06
Level: 1 2 3 4
Sudoku on your cell phone. Enter 783658.com in your mobile Web browser. Get a free game!
l ti  t  We ne day’s puzzle
by Marc ChybaJohn and the Giraffe
by nikki proctorCollege and Cats
(Answers tomorrow)
JETTY CH NT MART R BEETLE
Enjoy d b  lovebirds on Valentine’s Day —
A “HEARTY” MEAL
Now arrange the circled letters 
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.
THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
by Henri Arnold and Mike Argirion
Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.
VANEH
UGOBS
FACEEF
GOFERR
©2007 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.
www.jumble.com 
”“Print answer here:
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The group’s description recom-
mends students wake up at 7 a.m. 
and drink green beer all day. It also 
suggests the students go to class 
drunk, as was custom at UIUC. 
Miller said some UIUC students 
have expressed anger via Facebook 
because they feel SIUC is “steal-
ing” their holiday. He said the event 
has inspired an exchange of insults 
between students from both schools.
“There’s been a huge controversy,” 
he said.
Miller, a sophomore from Rantoul 
studying business management, said 
the response to the group led him 
and a group of friends to contact 
local bars.     
James Karayiannis, general man-
ager of Pinch Penny Pub and Copper 
Dragon, said he was surprised to hear 
the students wanted to celebrate the 
event on a weekday.
“I guess that’s some of the novel-
ty,” he said. “It’s the cutting class and 
being in class and being at the bar 
before and after and between class.”
Karayiannis said he expects the 
university would take measures to 
encourage class attendance Feb. 23.
“I’m sure once the professors and 
the administration find out about it, 
they’re going to probably encourage 
teachers to stiffen their policies and 
make kids show up on Friday,” he 
said. 
SIUC Police Chief Todd Sigler 
said the department has made no 
specific plans for the event. 
Sigler said the university has 
unfairly suffered from similar events 
in the past.
“I just hope it passes quietly,” he 
said.
Carbondale City Manager Jeff 
Doherty first heard of plans for the 
unofficial holiday in Carbondale 
when a reporter contacted him 
Wednesday. He said he knew about 
past celebrations at UIUC, and wasn’t 
sure if SIUC students would actually 
partake in the event.
Jake Downen, a freshman from 
Freeburg studying business, said he 
plans to celebrate — but not until 
after class.
“I’m not going to booze it up 
before class,” Downen said.
Katelyn Stapleton, a freshman 
from Edwardsville studying radio-
television, said she plans to skip class 
for the event. She said she is excited 
about the new holiday, but doesn’t 
think enough people know about the 
event to make it a frenzied party or a 
problem for the university.
“There will be drunk people,” she 
said. “That’s all I can say.”
nirvjec@siu.edu
536-3311 ext. 259
GREEN
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Shemariah Israel, a junior from 
North Chicago studying biological 
science, was one American native 
who said the event reminded him of 
home.
“It’s a lot like the Taste of Chicago 
with all the variety of food and every-
thing,” he said.
Keelia Fowler, a junior from 
Jamaica studying speech communica-
tion, worked at the Caribbean table. 
She said the most popular dish was 
her Jamaican beef patties.
“We cook ours well done,” she 
said. “We cook it twice.”
Fowler said the event is a chance 
for the different groups to show ethnic 
pride through their food.
“This all is American history,” she 
said. “America is a melting pot and we 
show how we can blend. We all use a 
lot of beef, and it shows you how we 
all can take that one dish and make it 
so diverse. That’s the melting pot.”
sean_mcgahan@dailyegyptian.com
536-3311 ext. 254
FOOD
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Paul Foy 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
SALT LAKE CITY — A shop-
ping mall where five people were 
gunned down this week reopened 
Wednesday, as authorities tried to 
figure out why a teenage Bosnian 
immigrant committed the rampage 
and how he got his hands on a gun.
FBI agent Patrick Kiernan in Salt 
Lake City said the bureau had no 
reason to believe Sulejman Talovic, 
who was killed by police, was moti-
vated by religious extremism or an 
act of terrorism.
“It’s just unexplainable,” Kiernan 
said Wednesday. “He was just walk-
ing around and shooting everybody 
he saw.”
Armed with a .38-caliber pistol, 
a shotgun and a backpack full of 
ammunition, Talovic shot nine peo-
ple, five fatally, at the Trolley Square 
shopping center Monday before he 
was stopped by police, including an 
off-duty officer from Ogden.
“We are Muslims, but we are 
not terrorists,” the boy’s aunt, Ajka 
Omerovic, said Wednesday at the 
family’s house.
She rejected any religious motive 
and said the family can’t explain the 
shooting. The Talovic family fled 
Bosnia for Utah in 1998 “to be free,” 
she said.
Talovic lived with his parents 
and three younger sisters in a tiny 
ranch house. His parents, Suljo and 
Sabira Tolavic, do not speak English 
well and have refused to answer the 
door.
Neighbors described the lanky 
boy as a loner who dressed in black.
The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, 
Firearms and Explosives is investi-
gating how the 18-year-old got the 
pistol.
“You can buy long guns at 18. 
That’s not a problem. The handgun 
he shouldn’t have had, so obviously 
we’re going to look at where he got 
that gun,” said Lori Dyer, in charge 
of the local ATF office.
Omerovic said Talovic never dis-
played any guns. “We want to know 
who sold these guns to him,” she 
said.
Less than 48 hours after the 
shootings, police tape was removed 
from the parking lot as the mall 
reopened, although it was up to 
each shop owner whether to resume 
business.
“We’re opening the mall, not 
in the sense of business as usual, 
but to let the healing begin,” said 
Tom Bard, an executive at Scanlan 
Kemper Bard Cos. of Portland, Ore.
Twenty-five of the mall’s 36 stores 
remained closed, along with one 
of its five restaurants, mall spokes-
woman Alicia Bremer said. Plywood 
covered shattered windows.
Cabin Fever, a card shop where 
many of the shootings took place, 
was to stay closed until Feb. 21. “We 
really needed a little bit more time 
for ourselves and to show our condo-
lences,” co-owner David Dean said.
Outside the shop Wednesday 
there were free Valentine’s Day cards 
and a sign that read: “Don’t for-
get to tell someone you love them 
today.” A worker was repairing 
pillars damaged by shotgun blast 
outside the shop and a Pottery Barn 
Kids store.
Utah mall reopens 2 days 
after teen opens fire, kills 5
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The annual NBA All-Star weekend starts Feb. 16 at the Thomas and Mack Center in Las 
Vegas, Nev. The weekend consists of the rookie/sophomore game, skills challenges, the 
dunk contest and the game itself. What is the must-see event of the weekend? 
Saluki Insider
“Easy: the race between 67-year-old Dick 
Bavetta and Charles Barkley. I don’t know how 
it will turn out, but I’m excited. Now the rest is 
secondary, but it’s always fun nonetheless.”
SCOTT MIESZALA
scott_mieszala@
dailyegyptian.com
“It’s total garbage. No one even cares 
anymore because it’s a meaningless game. 
Now I’m not the biggest NBA fan in the 
world but if I’m going to watch a dunk 
contest I want too see the best in the world 
like Kobe Bryant, LeBron James and so forth. 
However, I get to watch Tyrus Thomas dunk 
after telling me he’s in it for the money.”
“The NBA All-Star Weekend has lost a lot of 
its luster over the years. The one event that is still 
entertaining to watch is the skills challenge. I’m 
not sure how the dunk contest is going to be, but 
it is always fun watching 5-foot-9 Nate Robinson 
do a highlight reel dunk.”
 
JEFF ENGELHARDT
MATT HARTWIG
matt_hartwig@
dailyegyptian.com
jeff_engelhardt@
dailyegyptian.com
Saluki kicker Craig Coffin looks 
to add two more records to his ever-
growing list of accomplishments in 
Saturday’s 6 p.m. home game versus 
Indiana State. 
Coffin needs six points to pass 
former Saluki running back Tom 
Koutsos’ school record of 307 points. 
Koutsos played for SIU from 1999 
to 2003. 
If Coffin makes two field goals, 
he can also pass Ron Miller’s school 
record of 40 field goals. Miller, who 
played from 1983 to 1986, was 
a member of SIU’s 1983 national 
championship team. 0.
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STATS OF THE 
Craig Coffin
BRUCE WEBER
Former SIU men’s basketball 
coach Bruce Weber has l d the 
University of Illinois to an overall 
r c r  f 18-9 and a fifth place 
st nding in the Big Ten this season. 
Aft r leading his team to the brink 
of a national championship in 
2005, Weber and the Fighting Illini 
are on the bubble for the NCAA 
Tournament.
Do you have questions for 
the Saluki Banter that you 
want answered?
E-mail de_editor@dailyegyptian.com
SALUKI TRACKER
Pretty soon, those promising rook-
ies and unknowns will start to get their 
reps in exhibition games, giving the 
fans more reason to hope.
Today marks the first day to reg-
ister for a fantasy baseball team on 
Yahoo!, and another step closer to 
Opening Day.
And who knows? Maybe Baseball 
Tonight will have another barstool 
chat with Peter Gammons and Peter 
Gammons. Maybe this time the 
patron Gammons will get too drunk 
and the bartender Gammons will have 
to have him bounced. Maybe some-
one will emerge as the White Sox’s 
fifth starter. Maybe the pitchers receiv-
ing all those overblown contracts will 
earn the money they’ll be paid…but 
I doubt it. Sorry Gil Meche and Lilly, 
but recent history isn’t on your side. 
Remember Russ Ortiz?
But soon all that will matter is 
what happens on the field, and the 
pitchers and catchers reporting made 
that day feel much closer.
Now it’s time for me to register for 
my Yahoo! Fantasy team.
scott_mieszala@dailyegyptian.com
536-3311 ext. 269
REPORT
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16
MESA, Ariz. (AP) - A sign of the times is 
finally sprouting at Wrigley Field: Advertising 
will appear among the ivy on the outfield 
walls.
Doors in right field and left field will 
sport the logo for Under Armour, a sports 
apparel manufacturer. The outfield signs 
represent a change for the storied ballpark.
“The Cubs are committed to finding 
alternative and creative revenue streams,” 
team marketing and sales director Jay Blunk 
said in a statement.
Under Armour also will have advertising 
rights for signs behind home plate.
Alfonso Soriano, who signed an eight-
year, $136 million deal with the Cubs in the 
offseason, will wear the company’s batting 
gloves and wristbands this year.
SPORTS BRIEFS
Feb. 17  ESPN Bracket Busters TBA
Feb. 21 Indiana State 7:05 p.m.
Feb. 24  Evansville TBA
March. 1  MVC Tournament  TBA
March. 2  MVC Tournament  TBA
March. 3  MVC Tournament   TBA
MEN’S BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Feb. 16  Drake 7:05 p.m.
Feb. 18 Creighton 3:05 p.m.
Feb. 25  Evansville 2:05 p..m.
March. 1 Missouri State 7:05 p.m.
March. 3 Wichita State 2:05 p.m.
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Feb. 16 Southern Miss Tourn. 4:00 p.m.
Feb. 17  Southern Miss Tourn.  12:00 p.m.
Feb. 18   Southern Miss Tourn.  11:00 p.m.
Feb. 23 Central Michigan   2:00 p.m.
Feb. 24 Central Michigan  1:00 p.m.
Feb. 25 Central Michigan 1:00 p.m.
Feb. 28  Tennessee-Martin  2:00 p.m.
March 2    Northern Illinois  2:00 p.m.
March 3 Northern Illinois   1:00 p.m.
March 4 Northern Illinois   1:00 p.m.
BASEBALL SCHEDULE
Advertising join ivy at Wrigley
FEBRUARY 15, 2007
Sports
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D A I L Y  E G Y P T I A N
SO U T H E R N IL L I N O I S  UN I V E R S I T Y
Saluki Banter:
Annual NBA All-Star weekend 
starts Feb.16. What is the must see event? Page 15
SWIMMING AND DIVING
Matt Hartwig
DAILY EGYPTIAN
The SIU baseball team is ready to 
get back outside again.
The Salukis (1-2) returned from 
DeLand, Fla., Sunday after taking on 
Stetson for a three-game series. Stetson 
outscored the Salukis by nine in their 
weekend tilt. 
 Back in Carbondale, temperatures 
were in the 30s and the harsh weather 
forced SIU to make the adjustment to 
indoor practice facilities.
Saluki coach Dan Callahan said it’s 
tough to go outside for a while only to 
come back inside.
“After going to Florida, playing 
three games, it’s difficult for us to 
practice because we can’t take the regu-
lation size infield,” Callahan said. “By 
the time Friday rolls around, we’ll be 
excited about playing again.”
SIU is set to play in a three-day 
tournament at Southern Mississippi 
this weekend. The Salukis take on 
Southern Mississippi Friday before 
playing Northwestern State Saturday 
and finishing up with Louisville 
Sunday.
Southern Mississippi should be the 
toughest competition for the Salukis 
as the Golden Eagles were picked to 
finish fourth in Conference USA this 
season. The Golden Eagles are led by 
junior all-conference second baseman 
Trey Sutton, who had a .375 batting 
average last season.
The Salukis will try to contain 
Sutton and jump-start their offense 
as well. 
Sophomore second baseman Scott 
Elmendorf went 2-for-5 with a double, 
an RBI and a run scored Feb. 10.
Elmendorf said the Salukis are 
looking to build on their performance 
from the Stetson series.
“Usually, we’re going to swing a 
little better than we did and we need 
to execute a little bit better offensively,” 
Elmendorf said. “It’s the first couple 
games of the year so that’s going to 
happen.”
With Elmendorf among the five 
returning starters, the SIU underclass-
men are trying to make their mark as 
well.
Pitching was a strong point for 
the Salukis last weekend. Sophomore 
Cody Adams allowed one unearned 
run in the second game of the series. 
Adams also struck out five in the win.
Freshman shortstop Michael 
Finigan recorded two hits in his first 
collegiate game Feb. 9.
Finigan said he’s learning how to 
become a better hitter with each game.
“In the first game a lot of people 
were nervous, including me,” Finigan 
said. “It was my first real college game 
and it’s so much faster than high school 
so we didn’t know what to expect.”
matt_hartwig@dailyegyptian.com 
536-3311 ext. 238
W hat does the phrase “pitchers and catchers report” mean?
Anyone will tell you it symbol-
izes hope. Right now, fans of all 30 
teams have some reason to believe 
their team can win the 2007 World 
Series. Some fans have more reason 
to believe, while some have to stretch 
a little bit.
And Cubs fans…Well, ignore 
anything Carlos Zambrano says. 
Ignore the fact that Ted Lilly is your 
No. 2 pitcher making $10 million 
this season and that Alfonso Soriano 
is under contract until he’s 39 years 
old — just focus on this season. And 
don’t expect anything from Kerry 
Wood and Mark Prior. Go into this 
season the same way you’d go to see 
Transporter 2. Just lower your expec-
tations. Trust me, you’ll save yourself 
a lot of pain and suffering.
But what happens when pitchers 
and catchers report? Nothing, really. 
They are the ones going to Florida 
and Arizona. But Wednesday 
marked the day fans are allowed to 
dream again after all the offseason 
buildup.
The 83-win Cardinals winning 
the World Series revealed that any 
team really has a chance. Usually 
the team that gets hot heading into 
the playoffs is the team that wins it 
all (see: 2005 White Sox).
Last season, both World Series 
teams stumbled their way into the 
playoffs. The Tigers went 36-38 
after the All-Star break, and St. 
Louis nearly lost the National 
League Central to the Houston 
Astros in the last week of the sea-
son.So if they can win it, then, well, 
most teams can win it. And it’s OK 
to hope again. MLB.com’s count-
down now lists the first spring 
training game at 12 days and some 
hours away.
Jeff Engelhardt
DAILY EGYPTIAN
 SIU swimming and diving 
coach Rick Walker is hoping for 
two championships in two week-
ends.
The SIU men’s swimming and 
diving team will compete for the 
Sun Belt Conference champion-
ship this weekend, one week after 
the women won the Missouri 
Valley Conference championship.
The Saluki men finished the 
season with a record of 7-3 in 
dual meets. 
SIU, however, lost its last two 
meets in close contests against 
Missouri State and Western 
Kentucky.
Walker said he knows the 
Western Kentucky Hilltoppers are 
tough, but he is confident in the 
Salukis’ drive to win.
“The loss to (Western 
Kentucky) made them a little 
more hungry,” Walker said. 
“They took the 
loss and turned it into 
a positive.”
SIU has worked 
hard all year in prep-
aration for the con-
ference champion-
ship, which runs Feb. 
15–17 in Nashville, 
Tenn.
Walker said the 
practices leading 
up to the meet are 
important for success.
“Practices have 
gone very good this 
week,” Walker said. 
“Everyone is feeling good and 
talking positive.”
Senior Case Gasparovich is 
coming off sixth place finishes in 
the 50-yard and 100-yard freestyle 
against the Hilltoppers. 
This weekend’s meet will be 
Gasparovich’s last 
after four years 
with the Salukis.
“This meet 
is a little more 
special since it’s 
my last one,” 
Gasparovich said. 
“It would be nice 
to win my last 
event.”
SIU’s goal of 
winning the con-
ference cham-
pionship could 
become a real-
ity because of 
junior Antonio Santoro, one of 
the top swimmers in the confer-
ence. 
“I’m feeling good, confident. 
I want to go out there and do 
my best to help the team win,” 
Santoro said. 
Santoro competed in the 2006 
US Open, finishing 29th out of 
72 in the 200-meter fly. He had 
success before coming to SIU, 
winning the 100-meter and 200-
meter fly at the 2002 Brazilian 
Junior Championships.
“It doesn’t matter who lines up 
next to me. They will have to work 
hard if they want to beat me. I’m 
pumped,” he said.
Walker said he sees the same 
work ethic and belief in his men’s 
team that he saw in the women.
“There will be some things out 
of our control,” Walker said. “The 
best thing to do is work on things 
in our control.”
jeff_engelhardt@dailyegyptian.com
536-3311 ext 238
Batter 
(almost) up
Salukis look to build off 1-2 record
BASEBALL
Saluki infielder 
Bret Maugeri 
throws a ball 
during baseball 
practice Jan. 
23 at the Abe 
Martin Field.  The 
Salukis will play 
in a tournament 
at Southern 
Mississippi this 
weekend.
DUVALE RILEY
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Gold divers: Men’s swimming and diving sets sights on conference title
JAKE LOCKARD ~ DAILY EGYPTIAN
Antonio Santoro swims during the SIU vs. Western Kentucky meet Feb. 3 at the Dr. Edward J. Shea Natatorium. The SIU men’s swimming 
team will compete in the Sun Belt Conference Men’s Championships in Nashville, which begin today.
‘‘It doesn’t matter who lines up next to me. They 
will have to work 
hard if they want 
to beat me. I’m 
pumped.  
 
— Antonio Santoro
SIU swimming and diving team
See REPORT, Page 15
SCOTT MIESZALA
scott_mieszala@
dailyegyptian.com
